A field-Induction-Drain (fID) structure using a inversion layer as a d rain i-s proposed. j.n order to red.uce the anonalous leakage current of polycrystalline-silicon thin-filn transistors (poly-Si TFTs). The FID structure not only red.uces the anonalous leakage current, but also naintains a high ON-current. An OFFcurrent of n1 pA/pn (Va=10 V, Vo=-20 V) and an ON/OFF current ratio of 10/ (Vn=10 V)-are succBssfully obtained.. This FID poly-Sl TFT is f,"ty pronising for applieation to active-matrix 
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3.FID TEI characteristics
The f^-V-charaeteristics of an n-chanrr6 nel FID TFT at Vr=50 V are shown in Fig.  3@ ). For conparison, those of a conventi.onal TFT are shown in Fig. 3(b) Fig. 5 (a) . The Ia-Vg characteristics of a three terninal FID TFT with its sub-gate conneeted to drain (Vd=10 V) are shown in Fig. 5(b 
4.FID jrmction characteristics
To clarify the reason why a low l6pp 1s obtained in the FID TFT' FID junction characteristics are investigated.. The Id-V, characteristics of the FID TFT at V*=20 V are shown in Fig. 6(a) . Under this cond.ition, an i-nversion layer is forned. und.er the nai.n-gate, as shown in inset in Fig. 6 (a) . The Id-V, characteristics of a eonventional TFT with a sub-gate only are shown in Fig.  6(b) . These results show that the inversion layer under the mai-n-gate also and exhibits abrupt breakd.own characteristics at about Vd=70 V' lhe tenperature d.epend.ence of the IOpf of the FID TFT (vr=60 V) and a eonventional TFT are shown in Fig. 8 . IOff was neasured' at Vg=-20 Vt Vd=10 V. The IgpS' of the conventional TFT shows a weak tenperature d-ependence due to field enission "ott"tt5).
0n the other hand., the FID TFT has a strong tenperature d.epend.ence at an activation energyr Ea, of 0.52 eV. These results suggest that the IOff of the FID TFT is only dominated' by generation-reconbi-nation current, not field- 
